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CASA Just Right
Price:  USD 775.000 (AWG 1.379.500)
Location:  Arikok area
Bathrooms:  2.5
Bedrooms:  4

This villa is immaculate, wonderfully tranquil, light and spacious and
ultra-modern. It has 4 bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms and its own pool,
set in fully enclosed, secluded, tropical area. The setup of this villa
gives a light and airy feeling, with gentle trade winds, helping to keep
the villa cool. The villa offers a pleasing inside and outside living
experience with plentiful relaxed seating, as well as ambient outdoor
kitchen with BBQ and dining area. Ideally located for the discerning
buyer of this 'platinum' inland located property, near National Park
Arikok, situated in an established, safe and very peaceful up scaled
neighborhood, known as Residence San Fuego. This property will give
you a 360 degree view of nature, but also sea views from the east side
of Aruba. Breathtaking! The open plan layout of this double story
property is ideal. Floorplan: Ground floor: * Living area * Kitchen *
Sauna * Master bedroom * Powder room The large open and cozy set-
up of the living area is unique. It gives a full open view of the “wild”
kunuku life of Aruba. 3 large sliding doors open up to the pool area and
lounge area. On the other side is an equipped open kitchen with a
cooking island, double door fridge with ice maker, built-in microwave
and oven and dishwasher. Panoramic views to the east coast of Aruba
while you cook. In addition to the kitchen area are also sliding doors
that gives access to the outside patio, where you will find the sauna
and a second room (60 m2/645sf2). The master bedroom is situated
on the left wing of the villa and also gives an open view of Aruba’s
beautiful nature and pool area. Large walk-in closets. A bathtub,
double sink finished with granite counter tops. Separate toilet and
shower area. First Floor: * 3 guestrooms * Full Bathroom On the first
floor you will find 3 bedrooms, all air-conditioned by split airco units.
Each room has sliding doors that leads to large terraces and gives
again an amazing view of Aruba (360c) in each room. Outside: * Pool *
Jacuzzi * Lounge Area * Outside Kitchen with dining area Living
outside is always better then inside, especially in Aruba. The pool area
is amazing. A cozy area where you can enjoy in the shades,
overlooking the large pool with integrated jacuzzi and nature or in the
sun next to the pool. A full outside kitchen with BBQ and dining area.
Villa Just right is built on 1000 m2/10763 ft2 m2 property land and
build-up area is 353 m2/3800 ft2. Virtually NO mosquitoes and flies,
partly because this house is built upland, with always sufficient pacific
winds. Last but not least; A pretty landscaped garden. Nicely paved
around the house with some pebbles for the finishing touch. The
property is completely fenced and provides access by an electric
fence. Now you know why this CASA is called Just Right!
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